Profile of capecitabine/temozolomide combination in the treatment of well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumors
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Abstract: Neuroendocrine tumors are a rare and heterogeneous group of tumors with a variety of primary origins and variable aggressiveness. Platinum-based chemotherapy has been the cornerstone of treatment for the poorly differentiated tumors. However, well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumors are quite chemoresistant and therapy options are limited. Octreotide analogs and tyrosine kinase inhibitors are widely acceptable treatments due to substantial efficacy and tolerable toxicity. On the contrary, monotherapy or combinations of the only approved cytotoxic agent streptozocin with other drugs have been almost abandoned because of excessive toxic events. In recent years, the combination of capecitabine and temozolomide has emerged as the most promising and efficacious treatment. The oral route of administration and the substantial improvement in the outcomes with manageable toxicity are the major advantages. We reviewed the current literature and presented the profile of the capecitabine/temozolomide combination in the management of well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumors.
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Introduction
Initially identified in 1907, neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) still represent a heterogeneous group of poorly understood rare malignancies with varying behavior. Advances in diagnostic imaging and endoscopy revealed an increased incidence of these tumors in the last 15 years accounting for ~0.5% of all bronchopulmonary and gastrointestinal (GI) cancers. Sixty percent of NETs have been found in the GI tract (predominantly small bowel or pancreas). According to the World Health Organization 2010, NETs are classified as well differentiated (grade 1/low and grade 2/intermediate). Grade 3/poorly differentiated tumors are classified as neuroendocrine carcinomas (NECs) (Table 1). Well-differentiated NETs are further classified as functioning or non-functioning tumors depending on hormonal secretion. They demonstrate an indolent and commonly asymptomatic course resulting in a delayed diagnosis. As a consequence, 20% of grade 1 and 30% of grade 2 tumors have distant metastases at diagnosis. On the other hand, NECs are aggressive, such as small cell carcinoma.1,2 Synchronous disseminated disease is documented at diagnosis in 50% of NECs. Somatostatin analogs octreotide and lanreotide provided the ability to control symptoms and tumor growth with a reflected prolongation in progression-free survival (PFS) of 8 months compared with placebo in well-differentiated NETs of GI origin.3,4 Tyrosine kinase (sunitinib) and mammalian target of rapamycin inhibitors (everolimus) have also shown a benefit in terms of PFS of 7 months compared with placebo in pancreatic low and intermediate
differentiated NETs (pNETs). The role of chemotherapy in the metastatic setting of well-differentiated NETs is unclear and controversial. Platinum salt combinations with etoposide or irinotecan have an established place in the treatment of NECs. However, chemotherapy for the slow-growing, well-differentiated NETs has failed to achieve acceptance due to either limited efficacy or excessive toxicity. Streptozocin is the only approved agent for the treatment of islet-cell pancreatic tumors since 1982. Several retrospective trials reported objective response rates (ORR) between 6% and 42% of streptozocin combinations with doxorubicin and/or 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) in pNETs, but with a substantial risk of grade 3 and 4 toxicities of 25%, which in many cases has led to a treatment discontinuation. Taking into account that unresectable NETs carry a dismal prognosis with a median survival of 24 months, several studies have aimed at the incorporation of new cytotoxic agents with lesser toxicity, but with significant efficacy in the treatment of metastatic NETs. In the last years, the combination of capecitabine and temozolomide (Cap/Tem) has gained increased interest given the feasibility of oral administration with limited toxicity and particularly promising ORR. This review article encompasses the accumulating body of evidence regarding the efficacy of the Cap/Tem regimen in the well-differentiated NETs.

**Table I Neuroendocrine tumors classification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differentiation</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>ki-67 (%)</th>
<th>Mitotic rate (HPF)</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well differentiated</td>
<td>G1 – low grade</td>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>&lt;2/10</td>
<td>Neuroendocrine tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well differentiated</td>
<td>G2 – intermediate grade</td>
<td>3–20</td>
<td>2–10/10</td>
<td>Neuroendocrine tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly differentiated</td>
<td>G3 – high grade</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>&gt;20/10</td>
<td>Neuroendocrine carcinoma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** HPF, high power field.

Rationale for Cap/Tem combination

Capecitabine is a prodrug of the pyrimidine analog 5-FU, which is enzymatically converted to 5-FU. 5-FU as a thymidylate synthase inhibitor impacts DNA synthesis. Capecitabine monotherapy has demonstrated PFS of 9.9 and 15.5 months in a few small trials of GI NETs. Capecitabine combined with streptozocin reached a PFS of 10.2 months. However, a 44% of grade 3 and 4 adverse events was described and attributed mainly to streptozocin. Temozolomide is an imidazotetrazine derivative of the alkylating agent dacarbazine. Dacarbazine’s efficiency against pancreatic NETs was described almost 20 years ago. Temozolomide methylates DNA, which leads to tumor cell death. As single therapy in pretreated NETs, it has offered PFS of 3.5 and 7 months and ORR of 0%–14%. A Phase II trial of temozolomide and thalidomide offered a median PFS of 13.5 months. Again toxicity was not acceptable with 69% of patients developing grade 3 and 4 side effects. From all these trials, tumors with lowest ki-67 expression and non-pNETs, proved more resistant to chemotherapy. The pharmacologic rationale for Cap/Tem emerged from the hypothesis that slow-growing NETs might be more sensitive to cytotoxic drugs that have an extended G0 phase cycle. Consequently, a lipophilic methylator such as temozolomide under continuous exposure to an antimetabolite such as capecitabine could be beneficial. In vitro, concurrent administration of both drugs from day 1 resulted in additional toxicity and not synergy. Nevertheless, Cap/Tem was found to be maximum synergistic if 5-FU administration preceded temozolomide by 9 days. The reason for this synergy could be attributed to O6-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase (MGMT). High expression of the MGMT DNA repair enzyme is associated with cancer cell resistance to alkylating agents such as temozolomide. Glioma patients with low MGMT expression due to MGMT gene inactivation through promoter methylation have better survival when treated with temozolomide compared with those whose tumors express high MGMT levels. In the case of NETs, the initial single capecitabine administration for 9 days seems to cause the depletion of the MGMT gene, which makes the NETs chemosensitive to temozolomide at day 10. The Cap/Tem regimen schedule includes capecitabine administration of 600–1,000 mg/m2 bid on days 1–14 and temozolomide 150–200 mg/m2 on days 10–14 on two divided daily doses (Figure 1). Divided dosing of temozolomide is supported by in vitro data. Methyl groups from the O6 position on guanine are typically removed by O6-MGMT. The first dose causes partial depletion of MGMT levels, whereas the second dose is responsible for the methylation of guanines with decreased repair from O6-MGMT.

**Cap/Tem responses and outcomes**

We present the data from seven studies of a retrospective nature since prospective trials are not feasible due to the rarity of NETs (Table 2). The majority of cases are from a pancreatic primary. It should be mentioned that in all these studies with the exception of one, targeted therapies were not administered.
Figure 1 Cap/Tem schedule.

Table 2 Response rates and outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Patients, n</th>
<th>Prior treatment</th>
<th>Cap/Tem doses (mg/m²)</th>
<th>Responses (%)</th>
<th>Median PFS (months)</th>
<th>Median OS (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strosberg et al</td>
<td>Pancreas (100%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Local therapies Octreotide</td>
<td>Cap: 750  Tem: 200</td>
<td>PR: 34</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>92% 2-year survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine et al</td>
<td>Pancreas (50%) Carcinoids MENI Gastrinoma Glucagonoma</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Octreotide Chemotherapy Chemoembolization</td>
<td>Cap: 600  Tem: 150–200</td>
<td>CR: 5.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saif et al</td>
<td>Pancreas (100%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Octreotide Local therapies Chemotherapy</td>
<td>Cap: 1,000  Tem: 200</td>
<td>PR: 43</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peixoto et al</td>
<td>Pancreas (48%) Small bowel Lung Rectum Appendix Unknown</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Octreotide Local therapies Chemotherapy Targeted therapy</td>
<td>Cap: 750  Tem: 200</td>
<td>PR: 57</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbasi et al</td>
<td>Pancreas (67%) Rectum Colon Stomach Unknown</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Octreotide Chemotherapy Local therapies</td>
<td>Cap: 600  Tem: 50/200</td>
<td>PR: 57</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spada et al</td>
<td>Pancreas (55%) Gastrointestinal unknown Lung NEC (7)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Octreotide Chemotherapy</td>
<td>Cap: 1,500  Tem: 150–200</td>
<td>PR: 22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramirez et al</td>
<td>Pancreas (50%) Small bowel Lung Rectum NEC (4)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>PR: 33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Cap, capecitabine; CR, complete response; NEC, neuroendocrine carcinoma; NR, not reported; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease; Tem, temozolomide; PFS, progression-free survival; OS, overall survival; NETs, neuroendocrine tumors; MENI, multiple endocrine neoplasia type I.
Patients were treated with octreotide analogs, local interventions, and cytotoxic regimens. Treatment with Cap/Tem in pNETs produced better objective response rates and disease control rates (DCR) than in patients with non-pNETs. In pNETs, ORR of 43%–70% were reported corresponding to a clinical benefit of 12–18 months in terms of PFS. Almost all patients with pNETs demonstrated very impressive DCR (70%–97%). The highest responses were seen in patients with no prior chemotherapy. Cap/Tem proved to be less effective in heavily pretreated patients with pNETs. In one study where prior treatment included chemotherapy and targeted therapy, PFS was 3.1 months. In non-pNETs including NETs from rectum, stomach, typical or atypical lung carcinoids, ORR and DCR were lower compared with pNETs (33%–42% and 56%–64%, respectively), but still particularly significant. Nevertheless, PFS in a small number of non-pNET cases has been reported between 10.5 and 22 months. Median overall survival (OS) for all patients was between 20.2 and 83 months. Two-year OS exceeded 92%.

**Toxicities**

The most common grade 3 or 4 hematological adverse events were thrombocytopenia (3%–12%) and lymphopenia (35%). Grade 1 or 2 neutropenia was ~50%. One patient had pancytopenia. No opportunistic infections were reported. Concerning nonhematologic side effects, grade 1 or 2 palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia was noticed from 5.5% to 35% with no treatment discontinuation, fatigue grade 1 or 2 up to 50%, severe nausea in a few cases, and grade 3 or 4 diarrhea (3%). One patient developed renal insufficiency and another one myocardial infarction. Three patients had to terminate their treatment due to toxicity.

**Discussion**

The definition of NETs encompasses a group of heterogeneous tumors with peculiar clinical and biological behavior. Well-differentiated NETs adopt an indolent course of progression and almost always are diagnosed in advanced or metastatic stage. To date, somatostatin analogs and tyrosine kinase inhibitors are used for symptom and disease control. The role of cytotoxic agents against well-differentiated NETs is not adequately defined. Since streptozocin-based chemotherapy is associated with significant toxicity, new treatment options are warranted. The alkylating agent temozolomide has a cytotoxic effect against cancer cells through DNA methylation at the O$_6$ position of guanine. Resistance to temozolomide emerges as a result of MGMT DNA repair ability. The antimetabolite capcitabine incorporates 5-fluorodeoxyuridine triphosphate into DNA, which leads to the attenuation of MGMT repair activity through thymidylate synthase inhibition and thymidine levels reduction. Consequently, capcitabine makes MGMT more vulnerable to temozolomide cytotoxic effects. This in vitro-proved synergy of capcitabine and temozolomide was the rationale for many trials to evaluate the oral combination of capcitabine and temozolomide in the metastatic setting.\textsuperscript{17,25} pNETs seem to be more chemoresponsive (ORR: 43%–70%) than other NETs from GI or bronchial origin, which is translated to a median PFS of 12–18 months. This is thought to be partially attributed to the absent or low levels of O$_6$-MGMT deficiency which is more common in pNETs compared with non-pNETs.\textsuperscript{26} Despite the lower ORR that were observed in non-pNETs (33%–42%), a recent publication showed a median PFS of 22 months in this particular subgroup of tumors.\textsuperscript{24} Although there is no head-to-head study between Cap/Tem and tyrosine kinase inhibitors in pNETs, the median PFS of 12–18 months achieved from Cap/Tem looks profoundly superior from the median PFS of 7–8 months produced by the tyrosine kinase inhibitors. In a study including patients pretreated with tyrosine kinase inhibitors and multiple chemotherapy agents, median PFS for all NETs was substantially lower (4.7 months).\textsuperscript{25} Median OS exceeded 2 years in the overwhelming majority of patients. The issue whether MGMT status could be a response predictor to Cap/Tem therapy was updated in the last American Society of Clinical Oncology meeting. In a trial with 144 pNETs, MGMT status was not predictive of response ($P=0.358$).\textsuperscript{30} Conversely, in another study with a pNET population, MGMT methylation was correlated with PFS prolongation (16.3 vs 5.4 months).\textsuperscript{27} An interesting point is the potential role of ki-67 as predictor of the response or the outcome. In a trial from the assessed 61 pNETs, 28 tumors with ki-67>5% showed an ORR of 64% versus 29% for the 31 pNETs with ki-67<5%, $P=0.006$.\textsuperscript{28} Likewise, another trial of pNETs described an ORR of 29% in tumors with ki-67<2% and 39% in NETs with ki-67>2% to 20%.\textsuperscript{28} In pretreated mixed cases of pNETs and non-pNETs, PFS was not associated with ki-67.\textsuperscript{25} From the small retrospective series of patients, definite conclusions cannot be made; however, the Cap/Tem combination seems effective regardless of primary site, MGMT status, or ki-67.

Thrombocytopenia, lymphopenia, and hand–foot syndrome were the most common side effects from the Cap/Tem combination. This regimen shows a very tolerable toxicity profile in comparison with temozolomide combinations with other drugs. For instance, the coadministration of
temozolomide and thalidomide has resulted in a 69% of grade 3/4 lymphopenia, while 10% of patients had opportunistic infections which led to therapy discontinuation. Additionally, in the studies of tyrosine kinase inhibitors, more grade 3/4 adverse events occurred than in the Cap/Tem regimen. Grade 2 lymphopenia and grade 3 thrombocytopenia were met at a maximum value of 50% and 12%, respectively in the Cap/Tem combination.16

Conclusion

Cap/Tem is an oral, well-tolerated treatment for the management of the well-differentiated NETs. The toxicity profile is superior compared with streptozocin-based regimens. Cap/Tem chemotherapy appears to be multiple times more efficacious than tyrosine kinase inhibitors and also less toxic. Taking into account that chemotherapy so far has produced poor results against non-pNET tumors, the Cap/Tem regimen proved effective in all neuroendocrine subtypes including GI non-pNETs and bronchial carcinoids. Prospective trials are needed to compare Cap/Tem with streptozocin and tyrosine kinase inhibitors in order to establish a standard of care. Since the only potential cure for patients with NETs is surgery, perhaps new trials should be designed to evaluate the impact of a neoadjuvant Cap/Tem administration.
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